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A cursory look at the history of mathematics attests to the fact that there is a longstanding relationship between mathematics and religion. From Pythagoras to the tum of the century, there have always been mathematicians with an intense interest in religious questions. Some mathematicians. such as Leibnitz and Pascal, actually wrote religious treatises. Likewise, there are writings in many of the world religions on the mystical meaning of numbers in scripture and dogma. Furthermore, in earli er times, theologians as well as mathematicians considered some mathematical entities as God-given and decried any question of them. Even in the last century, Cantor's work on the transfinite was criticized by theologians as well as mathematicians.
In our century, David Eugene Smith, in a chapter of the 1931 NCfM yearbook entitled "Mathematics and Religion," proposed to demonstrate "the influence of elementary mathematics upon the religious instincts of youth." He states that the study of mathematics affords students contact with the infinite. It also allows them to consider the nature of time and space, introducing them to the possibility of dimensions which they cannot experience through the senses. Such contacts lure them to give up "the childish boast that we believe only what we see... we have come to see how full of awe we are in the presence of the awful Infinite."2 He further states that the study of mathematics lets students see that rigorous questioning of the basis of a discipline (e.g., Euclidean geometry) leads to the demise only of nonessentials and results in a more firm understanding of the essentials. Thus, students may surmise from this realization that "modern religious thinking... has nothing to fear from honest study; if its nonessentials go, the essentials will stand more firmly."! Smith concludes that studying mathematics allows a student to grasp the Eternal with what he calls the unseen tendrils of his mind without the external authority of book, priest, or teacher. Such an experience gives one freedom from some of the imposed certainties of childhood and broadens one's concept of reality, thus /4 facilitating the student's search for the higher ideals of humanity.
I am convinced with Smith that studying mathematics can influence the religious instincts, though I would prefer the word "spiritual" to "religious." However, I propose an influence beyond what Smith proposes . His points are related to the content of mathematics. I propose that the doing of mathematics can influence the human spirit, that the wholehearted study of mathematics develops those discip lines which facilitatespiritualgrowth.
Such a conviction has its roots in my own experience and has been affirmed by my having stumbled upon, a number of years ago, quotations from mathematicians about mathematics that closely parallel the writings of spiritual masters about the spiritual life. This led me to search out more such quotations in the writings of mathematicians, a sample of which appear below. Please note that I am NOT proposing that mathematicians are inherently good persons or become good persons through doing mathematics or that doing mathematics leads a person to faith in deity or to the embrace of a particular beli ef system. 1 propose simply that the study of mathematics develop s certain disciplines and that these di sciplines are the same as those essential for progress along a spiritual path. I substantiate this claim by demon strating the similarities in the writings of mathematicians and spiritual masters.
The faculty of the intuition
The basis of the similarities lies in the fact that much of spiritual experience and mathematical discovery are rooted in the faculty of intuition. Popularized now as "right-brained knowing," this faculty along with reason (the activity of the left brain) constitute the two faculties for knowing. A dictionary of psych ological terms defines intuition as "direct and apparently immediate knowledge..."4 Mathematician Alan Turing defines it as that faculty which "consists in making spontaneous judgments which are not the result of conscious trains of reasoning."> Psychologist Jerome Bruner states that "Intuition implies the act of grasping the meaning or significance or structure of a problem without explicit reliance on the analytic apparatus of one's craft.''6 A current spiritual writer, Thomas A. Kane, defines the intuition as "that faculty of the mind that apprehends truth as immediate knowing without deduction or reasoning."? These definitions, from quite different sources, each suggest that intuition is that faculty of the mind for which comprehension is spontaneous and immediate as opposed to rational and linear, and very often, though not always, sudden.
The experience of intuition
It is clear from the writings of mathematicians and spiritual writers that the faculty of the intuition is of primary importance in each area. In the area of spirituality, it is generally accepted that the Divine cannot be known through reason alone. Jewish theologian Abraham Heschel writes:
The awareness of God ... does not enter the mind by way of syllogisms nor can the certainty of faith be presented on a silver platter of speculation. were, and all of the stuff that people had been drilling into me became clear... All of that stuff that previou sly had not made any sense became obvious ... Th at afternoon I became a mathematician." This is not only an expression of insight but also a de scriptio n o f "conversion ," which will be discussed below.
The disciplines undergirding intuition
Whether in mathematics or the spiritual life, the masters concur that a strict discipline is necessary for the intuition to work . As Bruner says, "Discovery. like surprise. favors the well-prepared mind.''16 This discipline of preparation consists of sim il ar facto rs whet her de scribed by mathematicians or spiritual writers. I will discuss four particular similarities: an initial conversion and sustained dedication, a will ingn ess to devote oneself to " useless" activity, the recognition of the value and necessity of sustained attentiveness, and detachment from preconceptions and results.
CONVERSION AND DEDICATION
Lives of holy persons in all religions are filled with conversion stories. Some of the more famous of these are the stories of the apostle Paul, Francis of Assisi and Siddharth a Gautama, the Buddha. Conversion usually incl udes a sense of call , a sense of finding meaning in the call. followed by a reordering of one' s life in keeping with the call.
There see ms to be in the lives of many mathematicians a conversion process. Sometimes there is an early time when they showed no interest and aptitude for mathematics. but whether this is the cas e or not, there is frequently some instant when interest is born of such great magnitude that the study of mathemati cs become s a lifelon g In most religious traditions, some practice that I will call "prayer" is considered essential. For this paper, let us define prayer (as opposed to " saying prayers") as some form of regular, dedicated practice which includes an element of yearning for or awareness of the unlimited which human life touches. Methods of prayer most directly related to contemplative traditions usually consists in some form of disciplined attention, whether chanting , focusing on a question or an image, or repeating a mantra.
Evelyn Underhill, a well known authority on mysticism, describes contemplative prayer thus:
The true asceticism is a gymnastic ... of the mind. It involves training in the art of recollection, the concentration of thought, will, and love upon the eternal realities which we commonly ignore. Mathematicia ns all know the daily work of "dwelling upon" inherent in doing mathematic s. They know that, at times. they take leaps in understanding and produce results. but their work is mostly to look, to ponder, to concentrate-in short, to follo w the directi ves of the spi ritual masters to become contemplative, attentive.
Ulam describes Stefan Banac h and his students at the coffee house near the university thus: There would be brief spurts of conversation, a few lines would be written on the table , occasional laughter would come from some of the participants, followed by long period s of sile nce during which we drank coffee, and stared vacantly at each other. The cafe clients at neighboring tables must have been puzzled by these strange doings. It is such persistence and habit of concentration which somehow becomes the most import ant prerequi site for doing genuinely creative mathematical work.v
He describes his own work thus: From him (Stanis law Mazur) I learned much about the attitudes and psychology of research. Sometimes we would sit for hours in a coffee house. He would write just one symbol like y = f(x) on a piece of paper. or on the marb le table top. We would both stare at it as various thoughts were suggested and discussed. These symbols in front of us were like a crystal ball to help us focus our concentration. Years later in / 8
America, my frie nd Everett and I ofte n had similar sessions, but instead of a coffee house they were held in an office with a blackboard.u Kovalevskaya alludes to the disc ipline of attentive "looking" in her autobiography: I understand yo ur surprise at my being able to busy myself simultaneously with literature and mathematics. Many who have never had an opportunity of knowing any more about mathematics confound it with arithmetic, and consider it an arid science. In reality. however. it is a science which requires a great amount of im agination, and one of the leading mathematicians of our century states the case qu ite co rr ec tly when he says that it is impossible to be a mathematician without being a poet in soul. Only, of course. in order to comprehend the accuracy of this definition, one must renounce the ancient prejudice that a poet must invent something which does not exist. that imaginat ion and invention are identical. It seems to me that the poet has only to perceive that which othe rs do not perceive. to look deeper than othe rs loo k. And the mathematician must do the same thlng.» How closely thi s echoes the directives of S1. Teresa of Avila. "I do not require you to fonn great and serious con siderations in your thinking. I require yo u on ly to look." 3S All grea t mathematicians are skilled in this art of looking, of being attentive.
DETACHMENT
When writing on the fruits of prayer , most spiritual writers are quic k to caution against expe ctin g " results." They encourage fidelity to the work of prayer, (all of them agreeing that it is indeed work) , pointing out that true enlightenment is a transfo rma tion deep withi n, a gradual, at times imperceptible change. The Bhagavad-Gita tells us:
But ] a hard worker, and he makes the greatest demands on the sincerity and industry of those about him, demands which are only exceeded by those he makes upon himself. According to my way of looking at things, he involves himself too deeply in the expected outcome of a particular piece of research, so that if in fact it comes out differently, he will be disproportionately worried and spend excessive effort at trying to salvag e that which has already proved itself unsalvageable.?
A prime example of the effect of lack of detachment in mathematics history is the work of Girolami Saccheri. Saccheri set out to prove definitively that Euclid's fifth postulate was deducible from the first four. His work led him to discover many of the now classical theorems in non-Euclidean geometry. However, he found his results so puzzling and so repugnant that he called the results contradictory and claimed to have succeeded in proving that Euclid ' s fifth postulate was indeed a theorem. Mathematics historian Howard Eves notes, "...Saccheri lamely forced into his development an unconvincing contradiction involving hazy notions about infinite elements. Had he not seemed so eager to exhibit a contradiction here, but rather had admitted his inability to find one, Saccheri would today unquestionably be credited with the discovery of non-Euclidean geometry.v-' Because he was working for a preconceived result and was not able to be detached from it, he was not able to see the meaning of his results.
Thus, in both mathematics and spiritual pursuits, one must never allow anxiety about results or preconceived judgments to distort the focus of one's work. In both areas, this impedes progress and increases the possibility of error.
Conclusion
These quotations give us some basis to conclude that great mathematicians, in doing mathematics, are following the same disciplines necessary for spiritual development. I propose that we may also conclude that the study of mathematics develops these disciplines also in the "less-than-great," ourselves and our students. As I stated earlier, this /9
is not to say that the study of mathematic s brings one to a faith commitme nt. Neither am I equating the gift of spiritual enlightenme nt with the gift of mathematical discovery. However, I propose that we can further concl ude that if one who is committed to doing mathematics is already a person of faith or becomes a person of faith in the future, suc h a person has already deve loped those disciplines necessary for growth in the spiritual life. Through the di sciplines of attention wit h detachment and dedication to what does not seem immediately useful, such a person is developing the inner freedom nece ssary to allow the hum an intuition to reach its full potential. Philosopher and activist, Simone Weil, writes:
If we concentrate our attention on trying to solve a problem in geometry, and if at the end of an hour we are no nearer to doing so than at the beginning, we have nevertheless been making progress each minute of that hour in another more mysterious dimension. Without our knowing or feeling it, this apparently barren effon has brou ght more light into the soul. The result will one day be discovered in prayer." Her words affirm my belief that the doing of mathematics is by its very nature enriching to the human soul.
Perhaps the same could be said of other disciplines or of study in general. I ca n only speak for the discipline of mathematics and hope that persons of other disciplines may wi sh to reflect on such similarities in their own are as. I simply offer evidence from the great mathematicians that no matter what are the con sciou s goals of persons doing mathematics, such activity, when undenaken with commitment provides the opponunity for development of that faculty of the soul with which the human touches the divine. 1 !
